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Jimmy D. Geurin
Wounded In Viet

East Coast where he was in
charge of sales promotion. Returning to Lexington three
years later, Host organized his
own real estate and insurance
Now comes Mr. 0. H. Jones
Private First Class Jimmy D
business.
About the same tirna he went
with a Potato vine. Nothing
Geurin, son of Mr. and Mrs
back into broadcasting as a
unusual about that, but whet
-Robert T. (Troy) Geurin of
But then so are some other freelance sportscaster covering
was is the fact that it had four
Route 6, Murray, has been
young Republicans, who have the U. K. Wildcats in basketin action in Vietnam
Tomatoes on it.
wounded
served in the administration of ball and football. He also did
according to a telegram receivGov. Louie B. Nunn. Namely: commercials for out-of-state
Mr. Jones says his tomatoes
ed by the family here.
Public Service Commissioner television stations.
were near his potatoes and in
Geurin, who graduated from
Highway
Thomas Embertian,
some way they got all mixed
Known As Go-Getter
State University in
Murray
and
Commissioner Eugene Goss
By this time, he was gaining
up. Anyway the potatoes had
1989, was wounded on
of
June
former Parks Commissioner a reputation as a go-getter, a
• Members of the executive boa- June 29, and the wound co*
tomatoes. Mr. Jones lives two
Robert Gable.
miles southwest of Taylor's
super-charged type who gets TROOPER LARRY G. SMITH, rd of the Murray Woman's Club him the sight of his right eye,
Store.
W. James Rost, a 32-year-old things done, efficiently but in a 1963 graduate of Calloway Cou- on Monday, July 6,toured the new the telegram said.
Murray-Calloway County'Mental
According to the telegram.
former professional baseball a hurry.
nty High School, was one of 38
Health-Mental Retardation Cen- Geurin was wounded from
A Brown Thrasher out in the
The reputation brought him cadets
player, says be has "the utmost
the
from
Kengraduated
back yard cutting didos trying
respect" and is a good friend into politics as a worker in the tucky State Police Academy at ter now located In the I3uel Stroud fragments when another mdihome at 703 W. Main Street. vidilsl
to catch a big moth. Moth got
his grenade launell his chief rivals for Nurm's 1968 Senate campaign of John
Frankfort on Thursday, July 2.
away.
from a enemy
also
and
blaming as the Republican can- Sherman Cooper, 11-Ky., and in
cher
Smith has been assigned to KSP
The Calloway County Mental round that landed in the area
the gubernatorial campaign of
&date to tweed him.
at
6
Dry
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Post
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and
the
i
Association
Adminiatret
Health
Fog tbiek early this morning.
Louie B. Nunn the next year.
"Ill back the
Geurin joined the Army to
way County Asscciation for Re. August of 1909 aod )bas been
A beautiful time of day with
In forming his eabinet, Nuns
ions chcice 150 per cent," Host
tarcled Children recently merged involved in the Vietnam conthe sun not too high.
promised.
tapped Host, the only eight
CHECKING IN: The two newest members of the Kentucky
and together acquired the Stroud flict since January 12 of this
Born in Kane, Pa., and rear- years out of college..in_ha his
property, A. W. Simmons, Jr., year. He has just recently reThurman Sensing has some Council on Public Higher Education get a helping hand from ad in Ashland, Ky., Host pro- Commissioner of Public Infor•
Dr. M. 0. Wrather, executive vice-president of Murray State bably is remembered most at minion. He was named Parks
representing the center, conduct- turned to 'Vietnam from Camgood thoughts.
ed a tour of the facilities,point bodia.
University, as the Council met Monday on the Murray campus. the University of Kentucky as Commissioner
January
last
out certain needs, and explained .Geurin, age 24, is a member
14e points out that many influ- The new members, who were administered the oath of office by a baseball star. He graduated
future plans for the continuation of the 1st Cavalry Division. He
ential news media hold up de- Or. Wrather, are: W. Armin Wittig, former Jefferson County from U. K. in 1959 with a de- when Gable resigned to return
Two persons were treated at
monstartors as 'idealists" He Judge and chairman of the board of Leisure Industries, Inc., gree in radio and television. to private ausiness.
and expansion of services,
as now in a hospital at Fort
Murthe
of
room
emergency
the
As Parks Commissioner, Host
says there notring idealistic-aThe visitation came at the 'soled assea Japan.
baseball Good To float
Hospital
Louisville, on the left, and Richard D. Cooper, Hazard attorney.
County
Calloway
ray
bout the protest movements
Baseball always was good to is incharge of more than 2,100
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All nine voting members of the Council were present for the
after being injured
It put him i through U. X. employes scattered through the this morning
that are convulaing_ America.
luncheon and business meeting
Host.
on
which
one-day meeting, the first of a new fiscal year and during
in a two vehicle collision
of the board held at the clubon one of the school's first state in 37 parks.
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And
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governmen
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entering
a contract to play in the
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me
Roger Wallace, age 23,of May- treasurer, reported a balance of
cago White Sox farm system. when Governor Nunn asked
While at U. K., Host met the in 1967," Host revealed. "I was field Route Three, suffered a
'girl who became his wife, Caro- reluctant because of my fami- laceration to the scalp, and Bill
"There's nothing idealistic alyn, a native of Lexington and ly and my business. But now Marvin, age 94, of 1615 College
A country music show for
bout university administrators
a former school teacher. Mar- that I'm here. I couldn't be hap- Terrace Drive, Murray, was wathe benefit of the Eugene Ropier."
past
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ried 10 years ago this
iting to see the doctor in the
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"Don't you believe all that emergency room at 10:45 this
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State
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which
that
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home in Lexington with their talk about those
He was thought to be
morning.
July 9, at eight p. m.
day,
hirMonday
said.
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The music group is contriscene alter
In other business matters, the'
of the state Council on Public
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complete wig service being of- buting their time free of
H.
state GOP ticket for next year the collision,
"There's nothing idealistic * Higher Education as directed council elected Gordon
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with the top spot going to
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agent.
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The weather across most of.
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and truck collision occ- hair styling and recently
car
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at
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were reported.
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Each person may bring on
and
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Needles, Calif
Great
at
twenty
ing
going north on llth Street, came
guest and the charge of
Kentucky Lake Stages
his advanced training at Camp
to Sycamore Streets and stopped.
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Corry at Pensacola, Fla. He
Kentucky Lake elevations as
one is to bring
Bell was going west on Sycamore
smacadke
Cynthia Tripp of 1610 Sunset1
Two Cited
18
June
was sent overseas on
measured by Tennessee Valley
lunch,
Street and started to turn into Drive age twelve, was treated Otho Oliver of Murray Route
of this year.
Authority at 7-it. m. yesterday
South llth Street when Mrs.Par- for a chip fracture to the thumb Seven died suddenly Monday
Two persons were cited by the
The Calloway County man is
with predictions to midnight
committee is ker pulled into the Bell truck, at the emergency mons Of the at nine p. m. at his home. He
Tommy Atarood will be the s The plannuie
Police Department yes- a graduate of Calloway County
Murray
tonight.
composed of Mesdames RobRay, according to the police report. Murray-Calloway County Hospit- was 65 years of age.
957 7 fall 0.1 terday and last night. They were High School and received his evangelist at the South Pleas- Karl Hussung, A. J. Buchanan. Damage to the Peutiac was on
Scott Fitzhugh
al On Motiday at 9.- 15 p.m. She The deceased was the father
city degree in biology end chemis- ant Grove United Methodist
Eggners Ferry,' 337.7 fall 0.2 one for unnecessary noise, no
;: D. Outland,Billy Ray Roberts,. the left front fender and bumper, was rwWed injured in a Wis. of Melvin Oliver who along
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auto
sticker,
College.
State
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0.2
8
357 fall
try from
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and to the truck on the left side, cle
with his Wife. Beth. and daughdiffer- and Tommy Rushing.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. July 8. There will be a
Kentucky TW 301.9 fluctuate lion, and one for speeding,
ter, Penny Marie, were drownent
'
each
night.
evangelist
Tom Walston.
ed near Cypress Boat Dock on
Mt'. Atwood will speak to toJune 11 of Tam year.
days youth. He is a lay evangeMr. Oliver was a member of
Maya Camp 592
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the New Providence Baptise
begin each night at 7:45. The
Church. He was born FebruMurray Woodmen of the World public is cordially invited to
ary 4, 1905 in Lyon County and
Camp 592 will meet Thursday, come and worship, a church
was the son of the late Henry
July 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the WOW spokesman said.
Melvin Oliver and Lucinda OlHall for the regular monthly
iver.
Vietnamese Ae47 gunships to business meeting. Refreshments
By RunERT L. KAYLOR
Survivors are his valfe, Mrs.
PHNOM PENH (UPI) - rake guerrilla positions around will be served according to LC,
of Kom- Hendors camp secretary.
Maggie Oliver of Murray Route
Cambodian troops backed by the province capital
80 miles north of
Seven; stepmother, Mrs. MarSouth Vietnamese warplanes pong Thom,
tha Oliver of St. Helena, Calihave recaptured the town of the capital.
fornia; two sons, James Oliver
The Murray State University
Saang, 22 miles south of Phnom
U
In -South Vietnam
of Denham Springs, La., and
Cugeam,Bridge wW meet FriDemocratic Party
Penh, but lost 32 killed and 47
a
said
spokesmen
military
Richard Oliver of Almo Route
day, JuTa10, at 7:30 p. m. in
wounded in two days of
Cobra helicopter gunship was
One; two sisters, Mrs. Adelle
Rooms Three and Four of the
fighting, military spokesmen
two
killing
shot down Tuesday,
Duckworth of North . Little
Student Union Building.
said today.
Americansalbeard U.S units, The Democratic Party and the
For further information call
Rock, Ark., and Mrs. Alice
The Cambodian estimated reported killing 24 Communist Young Democrats of Calloway
Pool of Ullin, Ill.; five broabout 200 guerrillas died in the troops in fighting mostly in the County have requested that any- Mrs. Jack White 753-6658 or
thers, Allen Oliver of St. Helbattle, most of them in air northern quarter of South one interested in participating Mrs. David Gcnvans 753-3752,
ena, California, Eurie and Wal.
strikes by South Vietnamese Vietnam, but they suffered 39 in the activities of the Denolace Oliver of Princeton, Charand Cambodian warplanes.
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the
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Government forces stormed
24
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grandchilCalifornia;
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435around
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guerrillas
the
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resistance
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complete, but friends may call
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of
direction
Vessoc River in the
Calloway County Red Cross
at the Max H. Churchill Fucans.
Takeo.
Chapter will be held Tuesday,
neral Home.
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Stanley
Army
Northwest of Phnom Penh,
July .14, at four p. m. at the
Resor, leaving South Vietnam
the spokesmen said, Communist
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said
tour;
an
inspection
after
Homemakers Meet
forces appeared to have withdirectors will be elected.
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Not
All contributors of one dot WSW% AFRAID OF THE CAMERAMAN?
Three kitens, 6'4 weeks old,
ahead" in the Vieteamization
The Dexter Homemakers Club
"shoot". At any rate he
the historic ruins of Angkor
one grey, two black are free lir or more are members of nai to fix Charles Tubbs with a green eye as if to say go ahead and
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reported they called in South
By DAVID A. LANUE
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
An State Parks Commissioner
Jim Host if he's interested in
running for governor and he'll
tell you, "Naturally, I'm inter-
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Battle Over .
Bible Splits
or So. Baptists

TUESDAY — JULY 7, 1970
The highest point in Kentucky
is Big Black Mountain in Harlan
County. It is 4,150 feet high.

it At
ORIANANCE NUMBER 521,
.0.1111111."
"
.."6"'neatiet
Kentucky encompasses 40,395
BEING AN ORDINANCE DEsquare wiles,ranking 37th among
CLARING THE NEED, NECESthe states in area.
SITY, DESIRABLUTY AND IN.
TENTION OF THE CITY
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=
MURRAY. KENTUCKY, TO ANEMIC CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS
We reserve the right to reject any Advertng. Lettersto the
or Public Voids items enicti, in our opium art mit far the ben TERRITORY TO THE CITY OF
By LOUIS CASSELS
likterest of our readers.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY; AND
UPI Religion Writer
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WIT
WALLACE
UM
00.,
MER
NATIONAL
A battle over the Bible has
TELE TERMamma Aya, Itemplut, Tenn_; Time it Life A.New YoriL N.Y BOUNDARIES OF
&TORY WHICH CITY OF brought Americ a's largest
Isuermensou kinig., Detroit, Mich.
* TONIGHT tine WED.*
MURRAY, KEN'TUCKY, PRO- Protestant body to the brink Of
possible schism.
Entered Deily at the Post Office, Murray, Keroucky, for
POSES TO ANNEX.
The denomination in travail Is
tram:firmest as Senna etyma Hatter
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
) lit Feature Tonight
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE the 125-year-old Southern Bapand Tuesday
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MURRAY,
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)00
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&ones 1 A 24, $14-UU, asiatebere 1.111.0u. An service autecriptiona Mee
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ful, accessary and desirabb is a nationwide body with 11.
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limits of the City tie Hurray aged to remain aloof from
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Kentudty, be annexed to an many of the controversies that
.01."••••••
VICTIM OF TRAFFIC VIOLATOeS - This Columbus, Ohio, police cruiser Waal fired on by two
City of Murray, lientockY, ant have shaken other churches in
men in a car stopped by a policeman for a traffic violation
The officer was cut by glass.
become a part thereof, to-wit: recent years. They've never
1,53
NO.
ARIA
LEDO= II
joined the National Council of
RILII
0
and people as I would offBODGEWAS at a point an the Churches, so there's no internal
emeheani corner of the in- dissension
screen."
over that organise38
And therein lies the best hope
The local library will start having Story Hoer again this Saturdei, tersection of Kentucky High- lion. Ana neither social action
ID
way Number 94 and South
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Miss
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Mrs. Patsy Beasley Is librarian,
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ethics
situation
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•
18th Street; thence south
Series.
Plans are completed for the combined Calloway County Farm
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u
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of
point on Johnson Boutevard;
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is
not
too
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lion picnic at the Murray City Park on July e.
thence east with Joimson contention.
77.74
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Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "The Five Pennies" with
But the quarrelsome spirit
, ,.....:::==;,:.
Boulevard to a point on the
room audience. If the show is a
rtclikicoton
Danny Kay.
••;.•.=47.:...1
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pervade
seems
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all
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present city Emits; the
success it will be because
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- -, "i ^..,nOo0o0crartraported at an all-time high.
limits to a point on Locust days has finally surfaced in the
Adm.: Stell Adulfs
with Mary.
Lit
Drive; thence west with the SBC around the one issue that
By VERNON SCOTT
Mary is well aware that n0
Children Under
i
present city limits to a point will always incite Baptists to L.P1 Hollywood Correspondent
a
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matter how good—or bad—the
12 In Cars Free
)
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a
loyal
authority
of the Bible.
the present city limits; thenUnited Press International
HOLLYWOOD
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— audience on the strength of her
At their annual convention in
ce north with the present
Andy wanted a bicycle for his
They're going to call it "Mary own personality.
city limits to a point on Ken- Denver this month, Southern
12th birthday. What his grandLEDGER At TIMES FILE
t/id* Highway Number 941 Baptist delegates voted 5,394 to Tyler Moore."
father presented him was 12
thence west with Kaatucky 2,170 to recall and rewrite a Not "the Mary Tyler Moore
shares of stock in a company
Highway Number 94 to the commentary on Genesis which Show."
that manufactures bicycles.
The
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sounds
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if
paint of beginning.
already had been published and
The next day, Andy and his
no/ "Uncle Rule" Stubblefield, age 85, died yesterday at his home
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distributed to bookstores by the
grandfather visited the downIn Alm°. He was one of the oldest colored men in Calloway County. begiaplog at a point on the
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town Manettau headquarters
The annual Kemp reunion was held for the second time July 2 ......etedbunet comer of the in- house,
drum roll," said the pert.
Broadman Press.
of the American Stock Exat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pool.
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comparison
with
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views
of
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°ugh
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scholars,
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SECTION II: That in the in consists of stopping short of an she combined sex appeal
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Ultimate security rests in God, both Sar this life and for the
and to the company, the Federal Is informed, how stocks differ
nation of City of Murray, Ken Insistence on the literal accura. chunky Dome goodness
Reserve is "doing its thing— from toads, how securities are
world to come.
as
tacky, to annex to City of Mur cy of every statement ix
Laura Petrie on "the Dick Van printing money" and it adds bought and sold, what is a
ray, Kentucky, so as to become Genesis.
that there is "no
broker and a specialist
--ilvierstanding of the lives itod a part thereof, the territory deThe Rev. W. A. Criswell, Dyke Show" (let's hear that expect the deflation ofreason to to read a stock table. and bow
credit to
drum roll).
habits of those living in other scribed in SECTION I hereof.
Dallas pastor who was presVan Dyke, too, attempted Increase the consumer price
Wyk, but it can instill a greatADOPTED ON FIRST READ• ident of the SBC until his term
er appreciation for international LNG ON THE 11TH DAY OF expired this month, is an movie stardom and fell short level." The company believes, The American exchange oehowever, that "stock prices ,• neves its picture book "Journey „
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relations.
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knowledge
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economics curriculum for the
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--show without the strong comemiddle school grades. Econom-* „ SPECIAL 1:00 SHOWS
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COMMON COUNCIL,
the denomination.
Wright Investors' Service ics is a subject that until
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Club work, and has attended a
CITY OF MURRAY,
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ences. Sher- -aftends the thever— By: Holmes Ellis, Mayor,
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negligible." The company says and
MN now curriculum
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Qty of Murray, Keatucky any Southern Baptist scholar,, 11l'ili goingffe leaning
on none of the conditions that materiels are in scarce supply.
business administration major. ortm:
pastor or lay leader who finds six wonderful members of the caused the 1929
crash are
Amex is trying to inform, not
The Kentucky Agricultural Co- 1Stanford Andrus, Clerk
himself unable in good con- cast." she said, "But I'm still present today and that
"at in recruit future investors. But
uncil, which is comprised of re- iCity of Hurray, Kentucky
science to give assail to the nervous ablaut having my name time since the
by .1 Robert !Bob' Miller
great depression Robert A. Coplin, the exchanpresentatives from various agriJuly-8-C doctrine of biblical literalism. In the title.
i‘ I trE
have stock prices been so ge's vice president for Informacultural groups andagencies,has
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DO
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Sparrow, Anderson County, is I feel we should do so...as the
The morning star is Satan. to join St. Clair at Fort Wash. the job by agreeing to take a "In terms of breadth figures, ledge and dispels misconcep- nnclociaoooc
,noir in Japan as one of 17 Amer- Council is doing with its 'PIE
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$15 weekly pay cut what she the list has now dearly moved tions," Ccplin said of the 23- o
The evening stars are Mercu_Mee youths participating in the program.
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ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
International Farm Youth Exch"I'll be acting naturally and This, the company believes, popular artist James Flora.
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A thought for the day British
was formed in 1811-12,by a se- marketing the securities and
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Felix Milan Hits 5 For 5
In Braves 12-4'Win Over SF

NEW YORK 34UPD-The final
balloting for the All tar teams:
American League
Ron Swoboda and Ken Singleton
By VITO STELLINO
Freehan, DeCatcher
also homered for the Mets and
UPI Sports Writer
(1.1131)-- First Powell in the voting totaled troit, 944,601; Elrod Hendricks,
NEW
YORK
McAndrew went eight
Felix Milian is too cautious Jim
Bong Powell and 555,714 votes.
baseman
isanier!s to get the victory.
Bait., 148,647; Duke Sims, Cle.,
good.
own
his
for
vote
close
Actually, the only
outfielder Frank Robiisson, the
Keen Rolling Along
i101,497; Jose Azcue, Calif.,
1242•CTPC:4="e
,
2412•0•=0:10•=4=4204
The Atlanta Braves' second
1-2 punch of the defending was at shortstop where Apart- 93.462; Duane Joseptison, Cu, " Y's
The Reds just seep roiling
seventh
the
in
doubled
baseman
champion Baltimore Orioles, do won with 532,825 votes to 89,676; George Mitterwald,
right along. This time, Pete
inning Monday night for his
were top-heavy choices today 531.024 for Rico Petrocelli of Minn., 56,335.
Rose, Tony Perez and Johnny
was
and
hit
straight
fifth
First Base:-BoogPowell,homersti as they beat
when they were named to an the Red Sox. Jim Fregosi of
Bench
game.
ir
5--for-5
thrilled with his
241241:14=4:304:3411100.8200o
They made it easy Ball., 1,007,930; Norm Cash,
Diego.
;San
American League AU-Star team the Angels was a distant third
the
in
But he was dismayed
with 191 201.
to boost his
Det., 200,276, George Scott,
Merritt
Jim
for
Major League Standings
dominated by sluggers.
got
eighth when the Braves
She National League team, Boss 134,630; Mike Epstein,
Also named to the team
By United Press International another rally going and his turn record to 14-6 on a six-hitter.
Tony Horton,
Manny Mots walked with the
National League
which will face the National announced Monday, is com- Wasn., 91,368;
Diego, 5-0, Chicago swept a pair
came up again He didn't Want
Reese, Minn.,
in the tie'
By NEIL BERSHBERG
East
from the Montreal Expos, 3-2
League Stars on July 14 in posed of catcher Johnny Bench Cle., 67,804; Rich
he was afraid bases loaded to force
because
bat
to
CPI Sports Writer
W. L. Pct. GB he'd spoil his perfect night. The breaking run in the 10th inning
and 14-2, and Los Angeles
Cincinnati were catcher Bill and third baseman Tony Perez 61,636
pitcher Sam Mc- defeated Houston, 10-8, in 10 New York
Willie Davis and Wes
44 36 550
Freehan of the Detroit Tigers, of the Cincinnati Reds, first
Second Base:-Rod Carew, Starting
Braves were romping to a 12-4 and
the
of
ace
Dowell, the
45 38 .542 42 victory over the San Francisco Parker followed with two-run
Pittsburgh
innings.
second baseman Davey Johnson baseman Richie Allen of the St. Minn., 876,101; Dick McAuliffe,
Cleveland staff, came back in
39 40 494 41-2 Giants, so it didn't matter if he singles to spark a five-run rally
Dave May, hit a two-run Chicago
of the Orioles, shortstop Luis Louis Cardinals, second base- Det., 200,282; Tommy Harper,
inning to preserve his homer in the seventh inning for St. Louis
ninth
the
that gave the Dodgers the
41 .488 5 batted again.
39
,
Andrews
shortand
White
Mike
Beckert
man
Glenn
the
Chicago
Aparicio of
Mil., 185,356;
Monday night, over Milwaukee to snap a 1-1 tie and Philadelphia
win
6-4
own
victory over the Astros. Jim
10
34
46
.425
Johnson,
ever
the
stop Don Kessinger of
Sox, third baseman Harmon
Bos., 143,301; Davey
frIt's the first time I can
Washington Senators.
2 remember not wanting to take Heuton was tagged with the
/
33 48 .407 111
enable Gene Brabender, who Montreal
Chicago Cubs, and outfielders Bait., 116,197; Dick Green, the
Killebrew of the Twins and
had
Dark
Manager Alvin
loss.
West
pitched an eight-hitter, to pick
Hank Aaron and Rico Carty of Oak., 39,357.
my turn," Milian said, "But
outfielders Frank Howard of
shifted McDowell to second up the win.'
Richie Hebner drove in two
W. L. P716at'GB Bob Aspromonte talked me into
Third Base:-Harmon Killethe Atlanta Braves and Willie
the Washington Senators and
base in the eighth inning, and
...
runs with his fourth homer of
58 23 .
's 15th homer Cincinnati
Brooks
Jim
Northrup
729,476:
Minn.,
there."
o
up
brew,
San
going
the
Francisc
Mays
of
of
the
Bosski
Carl Yastrzem
brought in righthander Dean with one on climaxed a three- Los Angeles
2 Naturally, Milian collected L the year as Pittsburgh beat
1
48 32 .600 9/
Robinson, Bait., 615,092; Sal
Giants.
ton Red Sox,
Chance with runners on second run first-inning rally as the Atlanta
38 .519 16 single and for the 38th time in Philadelphia. Johnny Briggs
41
BW
91,445;
Oak.,
Rondo,
The game will be played in
Commissioner Bowie
and third and two out. Chance Tigers scored five runs off San Francisco 37 42 .468 20
in four runs with a pair
moderngnajor league history, a drove
Riverfroei
new
Cincinnati's
announced that 2,034,724 votes
walked Frank Howard inten- Gary Peters in the first two Houston
for the losers and
homers
2
of
241/
48
.415
34
Aure44,3577
ninea
Calif.,
in
,
-for-6
6
McMullen
player went
tionally to load the bases before innings and held on for the win. San Diego
hit a solo homer.I
were cast and sad the total Is Stadium,
Johnson
2712
Deron
52
.381
32
36,422.
Wash.,
z,
Rodrigue
inning game.
Rick Reichardt to hit a
getting
the Phils' other
for
account
to
believed to be the largest
threea
Results
belted
Monday's
Billy
Cowan
Aparicio,
and
runs
Luis
Shortstop: Milian drove in four
grounder to third baseman run homer to,help California's Chicago 3 MU 2, 1st
run.
computerized vote ever taken
rout.
the
in
runs
two
Chi., 532,825; Rico Petrocelli,
scored
to
fired
Eddie Leon who
it
MOTHER DIES
In sports.
Tom Murphy gain his 10th Chicago 14, Ml] 2, 2nd
Sweeps Doubleheader
Bos., 521,024; Jim Fregosi,
CARACAS (UPI) - Maria Calif., 191,201; Leo Cardenas, McDowell for the force play to victory in the'-Angels win over
Powell, who is batting .315
New York 10 St, Louis 3
other games, Chicago
In
and leads the league in RBI in Asuncion Gutierrez, the mother Minn., 158,904; Mark Belanger, end the inning.
Kansas City. Murphy, who Pittsburgh 7 Phila 5
swept a doubleheader from
Then McDowell returned to eeeeed -two-rtinaeeded relief Atlanta 12sSarl- Ptah 4
Ken.
games through Sunday, was the of Detroit Tiger outfielder1-Mel
Hert64.: m;
Ch:'
. 767
t.°n95
Montreal, 3-2 and 14-2, CincinBalt
Monday
mound
died
The
,
Gutierrez
the
Cinci 5 San Diego 0
help from Eddie Fisher in
biggest vote -getter with Cesar
OA., 85,711.
nati blanked San Diego, 5-0,
12th
his
preserve
to
Cabinas,
of
Senators
city
the
ninth after the Royals scored Los Ang 10 Hous 8, 10 8nns
1,00,930. Norm Cash of the In
Outfield: - Frank Robinson,
•_$c
Pittsburgh nipped Philadelphia,
victory against four losses
Today's Probable Pitchers
their second run. Cowan's
Tigers was second among first Venezuela.
Bait., 795,063; Frank Howard,
7-5, New York blasted St. Louis,
League
n
America
other
In
(All Times EDT)
homer came off loser Jim
basemen with 200,276 and the
Wash., 680,109; Carl Yastrzem10-3, and Los Angeles topped
action, Milwaukee tripped Chi- Rooker who allowed five runs $t. Louis (Torrez 6-8) at New
CONTRACT
10-8.
006s zzzzcynlyd bradley C7-7
Houston,
five first basemen who trailed SIGNS
edged
a
Minnesot
DALLAS (UPI)-Zenon An- skin
York (Gentry.. 7-5), 8 p.m.
in 4 2-3 innings.
y White, cago, 3-1,
oon
2 -, 4-;•RT
656'83
American League.
.,°5.446,05
ANAHEIM (UPI) - Rookie,
the
In
Minn.,
downed
a
drusyshyn of UCLA has signed N.Y., 294,157; Willie Horton, Oakland, 2-1, Californi
Cesar Toyer scored one run Pittlburgh (Nelson 3-0) at Cleveland beat Washington, 6-4, righthander -Toni Bradley will
Detroit
. 'Milwaukee topped Chicago, 3-1, ibe called up from Hawaii of the
with the Dallas Cowboys, who Det., 266,406e Carlos May, Chi., Kansas City, 6-2, and
and singled home another to Philadelphia (Short •54) 7:35
had made him their ninth pick 174,754; Paul Blair, Bait', defeated Boston, 6-3. Baltimore pace the Twins to their victory p.m.
Detroit edged Boston, 6-3, Pacific Coast League Wednesand New York were not over Oakland. Bill Zepp and Montreal (Reed 4-6 eir_ Mcin the pro football draft.
California beat Kansas City, 6- day, General Manager Dick
172,072. Reggie Smith, Boss
0to
d
(Gura
Andrusyshyn led the NCAA in 172,006; Bobby Murcer, N.Y., scheduled.
Ginn 5-6) at Chicago
nipped Walsh of the California-. Angels •
Ron Perranoski combine
Minnesota
and
2,
punting as a sophomore with a 162,811; Al Kaline, Det., In the National League, New limit the A's to only five hits as 1), 2:30 p.m.
Oakland, 2-1. New York and announced Monday.
10-3,
Louis,
St.
year
ripped
senior
York
his
44.2 average. In
the Twins maintained their San Francisco (Robertson
161,197; Reggie Jackson, Oak.,
Beitirr.are were not- scheduled.
Pittsburgh beat Philadelphia,. 7- four-game lead over SecOnd--"8)
he hit on eight of 12 field goal 143,482.
Atlanta'(Nas1i- 16-2)
Ron Santo drove in 10 runs, Bradley, 23, from Falls
FrancisSan
pounded
extra
Atlanta
5,
attempts and IS of cis
place California in the Ameri- p.m.
of -them in the second Church, Va., started the season
eight
San
blanked
League
i
Cincinnat
National
co, 12-4,
points.
Sin Diego (Dobson 5-9) at
can League's West Division.
with three homers and a at El Paso of the Texas League.__
game,
CinBench,
Catcher.-Joluuay
Cincinnati (Nolan 9-4) 8:05 p.m.
ded walk to lead the where he had a 3-0 record and. bases-loa
St.'
Torre,
cinnati, 1,091,134; Joe
Los Angeles (Moeller 3-4) at
Cubs to their sweep a 2.01 earned run average. At'
,
slumping
Louis, 126,413; Tim McCarver
Houston (Wilson 2-4) 8:30 p.m.
TROPHY
WINS
. It was the first Hawaii he has a 9-1 mark with
Montreal
over
116,905; Jerry
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1. You save big money when you buy it. The 4141 Annual Year-End
• Sole is on now o t your Oldsmobile dealer's-and the savings ore substantial
on every new Olds in his stock!
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2. You save even
:
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more money as you drive it. Olds is famous far features Mot help keep costs down. Like Positive Valve Rotators in every
V-8 for peak periorrno.nce thousands of miles longer ... rustproof inner
fenders ... aluminized exhaust system ... bias•belted tires ... many morel

3. You get a nice bonus at iv-ode-in time. An Olds is a
ment -traditionally you get more of
trade the nssnt time around.
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Bridal Breakfast
For Kaye Wallis
At Bryan Home

& TIMES - MURRAY, RERTUCKY
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Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . •

Fellowship Dinner
Of Murray Lodge
105 Held Thursday

Mr, amid Mrs. Hampton Boggess
returned home Saturday altar a
Members of Murray Lodge
Mrs. H.4. Bryan, Mrs. Harlan visit with their daughter iodine105, F. and A. M. and their
Hodges aild Mrs. Charles Eld- fly, Mr. and Mrs. David Durham
families enjoyed a fellowship
ridge were the hostesses for a and son, Jeff Hampton,of Auburn,
dinner on Thursday evening at
Kaye
Miss
breakfast to honor
Ind.
six-thirty o'clock at South Side
Warns, per attendants and out--A Restaurant
of-town guests on June the 27, Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Swam re
Dee Lamb, Master of the
at ten o'clock in the morning. doily vacationed in Myrtle BeLodge, introduced members and
occaplanned
delightfully
The
ach, S.C. They were accompanitheir guests. Rev. R. A. Stinksion was held at the home of Mr. ed by their daughter, Mrs. W.R.
er, Lodge Chaplin, gave the inand Mrs. H. J. Bryan on Wells Hourigan and children of Bowling
vocation.
Boulevard.
Green,
The marriage of Mrs. Vexlene guest register.
Those attending were Rev.
• Miss Wallis selected a two
Ezell and Billy Joe Huie was
and Mrs. Stinker and son, Lao
Serving at the reception were
bride-elect
Hargis,
Judy
Mille
piece white linen frock with brass
Dr. and Mrs. Billy Irvan Ross solemnized on Sunday, June 21, Miss Debbie Hide daughter of
my, Mrs. Dewey Jones, Mr. and
of Kenneth Wilson, was honbutton trim from her trousseau and son, Randy, of Lubbock,Texat four o'clock in the afternoon th4 groom, Mrs. Jimmy Robin- ored with a tea shower at the Mrs. R. H. Robbins, Mr. and
Mrs.
Lavfor the occasion-and
as, was the recent guest of his In the sanctuary of the First son, niece of the bride, and Mrs.
home of Mrs. Eunice Miller, Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. and
erne Wallis , her mother, was uncle, Harmon Ross and Mrs.
By Abigail Van Buren
United Methodist Church. Dr. Jerry Hart.
South Twelfth Street, on Mrs. William E. Moffett, Mr.
304
attired in an aqua knit.
Ross, his aunt, Mrs. Glyco Wells Samuel Dodson, Jr., performed
Alter retailing from a wedd- June 27. The hostesses were and Mrs. Buel Molls, Mr. and
into
frantic.
invited
are
were
we
guests
and
The
torn
DEAR ABBY. Our hearts are
and Mr. Wells, and other relaceremony. Nup- ing trip to Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Ron Weems, Mrs. Jim Bell, Mr. and Mrs.
the patio tives and friends in Murray and the double ring
My father-in-law died last week. He entered the hospital a the dining room and on
by Mrs. Huie are residing at 515 Whit- Miss Jan Bragdoti, and Mrs. Tip Pat Farley end children, Robin
music
was
presented
tial
overlaid
tables were
Calloway County,
and Jane, Mr. nd Mrs. James
month ago. His memory was failing and he was confused. where the
W. Farrell, organist.
H.
nell Avenue, Murray.
Miller.
with white embroidered linen
Washer, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
The doctor said the cause of death was "hardening ot the
was
escorted
to
the
The
bride
to
wear
honoree
chose
The
mats and centered with silver
Mr. and Mrs. Herman RobertLamb, Mr. and Mrs. Doyce Morby her son, Gary Ezell.
arteries." We just received the report on his blood test and it
a son pink dress with matchbowls of magnolias. A lovely pink son and children of Auburndale, altar
ris and son, David, Mr. and
She wore a sheath dress of blue
showed that he had syphilis He was 86 years old.
ing aceesscrries for the ()cation
rose marked the place of the Fla., have been the recent guests
Mrs. Earl Tucker, Mr. and Mrs
nylon chiffon lined with taffeta
Worse yet, the day of Dad's funeral we received the honoree and her mother. The
Her corsage, a gift from the
of her parents, Mr.and Mrs,Twy- and matching coat of nylon chihostesses, was of gardenias. Ralph Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
report on my mother-in-law's blood test. It was the same as delectable'meal-was served buffet
man Edwards, and her brother, ffon with braid trim. Her headMrs. Hengry Hargis, mother Lasater, Mr. and Mrs. Dee
Dad's. We feel certan she was an innocent victim of style, featazing country ham and Jimmy Edwards.
braid
and
nyof
blue
piece
was
of
the honoree, chose to wear Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
circumstances. [She is 83.1
an artistically arranged tray of
---Woman's Missionary Soc- a white linen dress with em- McNeely, Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
The
white
wore
a
net,
and
she
lon
We cannot understand it, as their health had been fresh fruits.
Ms. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist broidered pink trim and mat- arker, and Ray Folsom.
• ••
Recipes for a happy marriage children, Billy and Janet,return- orchid corsage.
excellent until Dad became ill. They were very active and
Church held its general meeting ching accessories. She was preThe
matron
of
honor
was
Mrs.
written by the guests and pr esent- ed home last week after a motor
drove their car everywhere and had no signs of anything.
Charles
Accidents were the leading caJerry Hart, daughter ofthe bride. at the home of Mrs.
sented with a red blown rose
ed Kaye were read at the con- trip to
I have been in the family for 42 years and felt as safe in
Yellowstone National She wore a dress of pink lace Burkeen on Thursday, July -2, bud corsage.
use of death of all Kentucidans
clusion of the meal.
Park, Black Hills, South Dakota,
; their home as in my own. I ate and slept there, and used
slee- at one-thirty o'clock in the aftA white satin cloth covered under 35 in 1967.
The honoree then presented Colorado Springs, and other so- over taffeta with bell-shaped
their bathroom, etc. Now we are scared to death.
nylon 01"00011.
the tea table which was adornwas
of
Her
headpiece
ves.
attendants with a silk and historical points eno was Oter: With an arrangement of
Mrs. Walton Ftdkersn
Diseases of',tint-were the
- n and grandchildren to think about. My each of her
+'We haiii-ebildre
net with pink chiffon bows. Her
personal gilt and to each guest route.
husband is about to have a nervous breakdown from worry.. a small remembrance.
corsage was of pink sweetheart e leader for the program on pink roses, carrying out the leading cause of death of all
---e theme, "Home Missions
bride's colors of pink and Kentuckians over 35 in 1967,
rosebuds.
Our doctor is a man of very few words and offers no advice - Place cards marked the seating
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Brown
James Huie, brother of th Mexico". Also on the program white.
on how we can protect ourselves.
for the honoree Mrs. Laverne of Hammond, Lad., were the gueere Mrs. Wilbur Weston, Mrs. Approximately 105 guests 4.' Falls and fires caused most
served as best man.
Please advise us soon as Mom will wonder why we don't
Wallis, Mrs. Gene Nettles, mat- sts over the holidays of their groom
Crider, and Mrs. Earl tended or sent gifts.
ole.
accidental deaths in Kentucky
reask her over for a meal. She wants to give Dad's clothes to ron of honor, Anniston, Ala., parents. They were accompani- Following the ceremony, a re•••
Lee.
homes in 1967.
church
held
in
the
ception
was
our sons, but now we aro afraid to accept them. How careful
Krista Kennedy, maid of honor, ed home by Mrss Brown's two
Prayer was led by Mrs. Alfred
_
_
hall.
NO NAME, PLS.
should we be?
her attendants, Miss Pamela Rue younger sisters, Misses Renee social
197 Kaltuckius djed froin ta.
Leading farm accidents in KenMiss Denise Hale, daughter of Keel, and the call to prayer
of Louisville, Marion Belote, and Tina Thompson.
cidosis in 19690int of 1137 tucky in 1967 involved machinery,
the groom, and Miss Boggess, scripture reading from Matthew
DEAR NO NAME: My medical authorities have
Murray, and Kendahl Hoffman,
---and drowning and submersion.
neice of the bride,presided at the 25:31-46 was given by Mrs.Geor- reported cases/-'.
informed me that you have absolutely nothing to fear. Year
Cincinnati, flower girl. Out of
Mrs. Joe(Mary Louise) Baker
ge Cossey.
mother-in-law should be examined for clinical evidence it the town guests were Mrs. Dick Kim
Is a patient at the Murray-Calls.
Mrs. Burkeen, president, predisease to determine if it's active. 4_14_11mi/et tometalete g er,Columbus, Moo Mrs.James way- County Hospital. She was
Elded. Yrs. Alvin Futrellbsecre.
that it is not and she is not contagious.
Frank Wilson, Oak Ridge, Tenn., admitted on Saturday, June 20.
tary, read the minutes, and Mrs.
Mrs. Billy Wilson, Louisville,
A "man of few words" is to be admired, but not when
---Harry Shekel', treasurer gave
Mrs. Dudley Hoffman, Cincinnati
he's a doctor and many words are necessary to answer -your
Mrs. J. H,(Essie) Carter is a
'wer
her report. Other reports
and Mrs. Charles Eldridge, Hous- patient at the Murray-Calloway
questions and relieve your troubled . minds. It is entirely
given. Mrs. W. A. Farmer mid
County Hospital where she has The lovely home of Mrs.Jimm Mrs. Keys Keel were also prepossible land the doctor should have told you this) that the ton, Texas.
SPEAKER: 0. D. McKENDREE
been undergoing treatment for Cooper was the scene of a stor sent.
reports of the blood test are NOT conclusive evidence that
three
weeks.
prothe
past
cottage
Persons
attending
your parents actually had syphilis. Many other conditions
shower held in honor of Mrs.
---yer meetings last week included
could have produced the same report. My medical experts
Robert Houston.
Song Director
Novi! Pendergrass
and
Alexander
Barbara
Misses
say. after having Mom examined, forget it. And your
Mrs. Hardy Outland and Mrs. Mesdames Mae Williams,Hardin
Joann Hopkins returned recently Gerald Cooper were the hoste- Morris, Jesse Roberts, Keys KeRegular
Minister
Von T. Fortnor
father-in-law's clothing onin he worn without fear of
from a week's vacation at Day sses for the special occasion. el, Wilbur Weston, Harry Shecontagion.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bennett tons Beach, Fla, They also vial
The honoree was the recipient kell, Alvin Futrell, Charles BurSERVICES
keen, Keys Keel, Walton Fulkerof Route Two, Puryear, Tenn., ed for two days with Miss
of
many useful gifts.
DEAR ABBY: Minister Whipple wrote to you a second
are the parents of a baby boy, kins' sister-in-law, Mrs. GeraAfternoon
300 p. m.
A color scheme of yellow and son, and George Cossey. One
time. apologi7ing for equating the color "black" with wrong
Trevor Lee, weighing elghtpoun- 'dine Hopkins of Ormond Beach, green was used in the decora- visitor was Mrs. June Barnes.
Evening
7:45 p. m.
or evil. He feared he might have offended the black race. He
The mission study program
ds one ounce, born on Saturday, Fla.
tions throughout the house.
was well-intentioned, but needlessly sensitive.
held
by
the
WMS
at
will
be
June 27, at /52 p.m. at the MurRefreshments of cake, punch,
The color black has always been esenelaied with esti ray-Calloway County Hospital.
melts, and nuts were served to the church on Wednesday, July 15
COLDWATER CHURCH of CHRIST
at 7:30 tom. with Mre.11V. A.Far
The
new father is employed at
foreboding and tragedy. The Chinese traditionally used white
thirty guests.
mer.
as the leader.
Sholar's Auto Repair, Murray.
as a symbol of mourning Surely no "white" person would
Grandparents are Mrs. Moline
take this as a slam.
Bennett Shrader of Hazel and
How about the "red" men? His color represents anger,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas V. Dunrage, danger and communism. Or the "yellow" man? Must
can of Route Three, Puryear,
he always be the coward? Fortunately we have no "green"
iss Judy Watson, August 1st
T etin.
bride-elect of Donald Overbuy,
man. He would be known as the envious one. And "blue"
-folks would be in a constant state of depression.
Captain and Mrs. C. W. Her was complimented with a bridal
shower on Wednesday, July 1,
It's true, the black man has suffered unjustly in our
ndon announce the birth of a
society, but amends are now being made. And-mere should
son, Roger _Allan, born Friday, at two-thirty o'elock in the afterat the lovely home of Mrs.,*
be. I think the good minister was being unduly tender.
June 5, at the U. 9. Army HosA A. Doherty on the Penny Road. 111,
pital, West Berlin,Germany.The
SINCERELY, E. H.
The hostesses for the occasien
'
baby weighed seven pounds and
were Mrs. Doherty, Mrs. 0. T.
was
twenty
inches
long.
CONFIDENTWONDERING" -IN---CLARKSCapt. Herndon is serving with Davis, Mrs. Raymond Workman,
BURG, W. VA.: eisift nwoadering," and ask bet' why she
and Mrs, J. B. Burkeen.
the
Aviation Detachment in the
soddenly has become so cool and distant. There is obviously
For the event the honoree choBerlin Brigade.
seine misunderstanding. If she believes that you betrayed
se
to wear from tier.- trousseau
Grandparents are Mr.and ?Arm
her, you should be given an opportunity to defend yourself
C, W. Herndon, Meadowiane,Mu- a blue dress. Her mother, Mrs.
and clear the air.
rray, and Mr. and Ws. Leon Bobby Watson, wore a mint gr een
Grogan of Murray Route Four, dress, and her mother-in-law to
°What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
•
Great grandparents are Mrs. be, Mrs. Frank Overbey, was
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mee, Los Angeles, CaL
S. S. Herndon, Benton Road, Mu- attired in a pink dress. They
men. For a personal repty enclose stamped, addressee
rray, Mr. and MIS. Roy Dawson wore hostesses' gift corsages
of white carnations with trim
of Trigg County, Bob (Dick) Grogan of Murray Route Five, and to match each of their dresses.
Guests signed the bride's book
Mrs. D. G. Childress of McCraLetter writhag can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet,
with Mrs. Bobbye Lamb, aunt of
County,
cken
"Hew to Write Letters for An Occasions," send el to
the bride, presiding at the regisAbby. Box eves. Los Angeles, Cal. mess.
Mr.
. and Mrs. David Lassiter ter.
The honoree opened her many
of Hazel are the parents of a
First volk,d -methodist church baby toy born at the Henry Co- lovely gifts from the table overlaid with a pale blue cloth,. he
WSCS will have a pienk et unrY General Hospital, Paris, was assisted in the opening of the
the City part at au
Tenn., on Monday, June 15,
The baby weighing eight pounds gilts by Miss Patsy Bur keen and
•••
Mrs. Kathy Black.
fourteen ounces and has been
Tbanid
. rt. Jolt' 9
Games were played with the
Tuesday, Any 7
The Cumberland Presbyter. named Rodney Allah o_
recipients of the prizes being
A general meeting of the
WAIIMM..attlie North P.
--..7Mrs, Rudy Lovett and Mrs. B,1(
Woman's Sedely of the First ale-ibesee Cam& will meet at
Rev, and Mrs:ra Cowen of
Trentham
Vatted liedusint Church IrM tba baseat
Puryear,
Teon., arethe parente
Glyco weal
Se dog hall et
be Mill
_.
sbaby ghthaime_Marietrwei. fteffeshments of punch, decor•
Ibr_tbarei ung a 10
seven pchinds, born ues- ated cakes, nuts, and mints were
•••
served from the dining room table
Me Welcome Wagon New- day, June 23 at St. Thomas
overlaid with a pale pink cloth
Ite Annie Armstrong Circle esillers Club will meet at the Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
albs First Baptist Church lirM Caminurnty Caner at 7:30 p.
The father is the pastor of and centeted with an arrangement
of summer flowers. Crystal and
useet at 7:30 at the Baptist Stuthe Puryear-Buchanan Methoddent Center.
silver appointments were used.
•••
ist Church.
•
Mrs. Grace Covey decorated the
- FtelCoca, established in 1918, Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
muggy Aanaibit No. 19 Or'
J. A. Russell of Memphis,Tenn., cakes.
was
named
in
honor
of
Henry
T.
der ar Ilmilliabaw for -Ghia
The table arrangement and othKnox, Revolutionary Wax general and Mr. and Mrs. William S.
will Warn lie Masonic Rail
er bouquets in the house were
Cowen
of
and
first
Birmingham,
Ala.
secretary
of
war. It
V sem
from the flower garden of Misses
mcontains 106.060 acres and the
•
•••
Mary and Ruth Lassiter.
a _oao„o,,o, Groom U. S. gold repository, a fortified
Alcoholism can be grounds for
Approximately Arty per
7
he''"""
P
lotrot`7:'''''
phet ehlturo trillion Vault housbe mod Of the divorce II getifitchy, while drug
were present or sent gifts,
U.
reserve.
gold
S.
addictienteleot.
WiLS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Edgar Shirley ai 710.. a.
•••
Wednesday, July ti
Ground
meat
marked
"ground chuck" is meat from
The Pottertown Homemaken 1
Club wW have a luncheon at
DANI BROOME. Swept
the shoulder or chuck of beef
4ere"
-- MPSMIT DEPr .41110•41. ROVNI12.5
the Paris Landing Inn Hotel
and usually contains 15 to 25
dr,as.44.The group will meet et the
percent fat., "Groundesund"
•5
parking lot of the First Baptist
is ground round stela. Ground
Church at 11 a m to leave for
round can be used by people
the hotel.
on low fat diets but probablo
•••
will not be as'juicy as ground
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
rola( with more fat. "Ground
Methodist
the First United
idittilit;" is sirloin steak that is
Church WSCS will meet at the
ground and fat content'varies.
ov
.
Red Carpet Dining Room, Paras the consumer retpiests
is, Tenn.
••
arb
•••
aS
k
'
;419
114•11:41 ".:
*bow
•
the
Circle
of
Wesleyan
The
Morganfleld was the scene of
reIV
'flie
First United Methodist Church
many skirmishes during the Civil
WSCS will meet at the home
War. During War 11, Camp BreW
of Mrs Gordon Moody. MS
ckinridge, a large prisoner-ofSouth 8th Street, at 7:30 p ta.
War and training camp, was loc.
• ••
neer there.
•
"
tha
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Miss Judy Hargis
Honored At Tea
Shower Recently

Mrs. Verlene Ezell and Billy Joe Huie
Are Married At First Methodist Church

Blood tests
are inconclusive

Lama V/

Missionary Society

Elm_Grove_lfeets

At Burkeen Home

In

Mrs. Houston Is
Honored At Shower

Miss Judy Watson
Complimented With
Bridal Shower
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were Rev
and son, LarJones, Mr. and
biz, Mr. and
app, Mr. and
. Moffett, Mr.
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.
hildren, Robin
d Mrs. James
Mrs. Jerry
Doyee Morvid, Mr. and
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d Mrs. J. P.
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Howard Johnsons Arrested,
Sentenced Tourists Of The Day
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard John- tains- National Park and TVA's
son, Rt. 1, Hardin, Kentucky "Great Lakes of the South."
were "arrested' in Maryville, The City of Alcoa, location of
Tennessee and "sentenced' to three large Aluminum Company
be Tourists of the Day.
of America (ALCOA)plants, is
Their sentence proved to be a the world's largest aluminum
most pleasant one. After being center.
pulled to the curb by Alcoa Maryville, aimed for Mary
Policeman Bill Cliett, they were Blount, wife of the first goverasked to be overnight guests of nor of the Territory South of the
Jaycees and local businesses. Ohio River, is the countyseat of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were on Blount County, named for her
their way to the nearby Great husband, Gov. William Blount.
Smoky Maintains National Park. Maryville is also home of MaryHe seemed to be one of the ville College who just bad their
calmest tourists stopped so far Sesquicentennial Celebration. R
this summer. He was quite sure
is a four-year United Presbythat be had not done anything
terian college with an enroll4-avircieg when stopped. Patrol- ment of approximately 850.
man Cliett soon calmed Mrs.
The Maryville-Alcoa Jaycees
Johnson, who was the most uphave conducted their Tourist of
set, when he introduced himself
rale Day program for the past 17.
and Tony Taylor, Jaycee host
for the week, and explained the
reason for the "arrest.'
Mr. Taylor explained that the
program is a weekly one and
Presented Mrs. Johnson with a
Thirty-one young ladies will
corsage and invited the couple
vie for the title Miss - Calloway
to chimer. The Taylors also
County Fair Queen on opening
presented the Johnsons with a
night of the Calloway County
long list of gifts donated by merFair. The pageant is scheduled
chants in the MaryvWe-Alcoa
to begin at 8:00 p.m., Monday,
area.
July 13. Live music for the
Maryville and Alcoa are tato
evening will be furnished by the
cities in East Tennessee,boundSound IV, a local combo whose
KUTTAWA, Ky., July 6 — A
ed by the Great Smoky Mummembers are Leo Blair, James
16-year-old Illinois youth, on a
n
Richardso
Brenda
Frank, Paul Shahan, and Chuck
holiday camping trip with his
Holton & Melugin insurance.
Simons.
parents, drowned in Lake-BerkMr.
of
savings
daughter
In addition to a $75
Mary Eva Wells,
ley about 1:30 p.m. today.
Dor-Mae
bond and the trophy given by the and Mrs. G. K. Wells,
Witnesses reported Paul EuSigma Department, this year's Fashions; Lana Woods, daughter
gene Easley, son of Mr. and
lucky queen will receive many of Mr. and Mrs.Gene Woods,Jim
Mrs. Charles Easley, St.
gifts from local merchants. The Adams IGA:
Charles, Ill., was alone in a catraditional dozen red roses will
noe. He reportedly stood up and
Not pictured are Jeone Barbe a gift from Gene & Jo's
the canoe capsized
of Mr. and Mrs.
daughter
ker,
"GraMaverick
new
Florist, A
The body was recovered by
Barker; Campus Casual; Pobber" will be hers for fair week, Bill
campers 30 minutes later in
of Mr. and
daughter
Cannon,
rtia
compliments of Parker Motors.
about 10 fee of water.
C. Cannon, Town and
Gift certificates from Littleton's, Mrs. John
The accident occurred near
Harris, daughter
Rita
Country;
Mademoiselle's The Cherry's,
Tarryon Camping Resort,
the
Harris,
Marvin
Mrs.
and
and The Place will help brighten of Mr.
Kuttawa Rt.
Murray;
of
Bank
her wardrobe
The body will be removed
Hart, daughter of Dr.
Fashion 220 will give the new - Nancy
from Dunn Funeral Home, EdHart, The CheC.
J.
Mrs.
and
queen a complete glamour case
dyville, to Pane,
la Latimer, daughter
valued at $40. Merle Norman rry*Stiel
and burial.
services
LatiRichard
Mrs.
and
Studios also will help her high- of Mr.
Coroner Eugene Denny reand McKinney DaLassiter
mer;
a
with
aids
beauty
ness with
turned a verdict of accidental
and Amy Wilson, daumakeup kit valued at $25. The tsun, Inc.;
death by drowning.
Mrs. S. 0.
and
Mr.
of
ghter
Wig Warehouse will make quick
Elkins.
&
Ward
Wilson,
changes a cinch with a gift of a
wig.
All these gifts will come in
There are 68 maks comprishandy when the new queen goes. ing approximately 7,500 acres
to Louisville to represent Calla of publicly-owned parkland IQ
oh n
BIRCHER WINNER
way County in the Miss County the Louisville metropolitan area. Birch Society member John
Fair pageant next winter.
Rousaelot (abovei is winner
The trip to Louisville willtir
of the Congress seat vacated ,
home
is
the
Ky.,
Franklin,
Jaycees
Murray
the
sponsored by
by death in Califor_nia's 24ty.
of one of the largest mule marand the Fair Board.
District in.4ine---firfigeies.-,16e
the
world.
in
kets
Gift certificates from Little.
defeated Mrs. Myrtle. $ers.
ton's, Mademoiselle's, The ChOne of Kentucky's most famous widow of civil righ leader
erry's, and The Place will also
t
fueds, that of th e Tollivers Medgar Evers. jftousaeio
family
second
and
first
the
to
be given
serves until Nqymber. then
near
place
took
Martins,
and
Congeniarunnersup and to Miss
neral election
rims in the
lity. Fashion 220 will give each Morehead, stivated in the southcountry.
hill
d
east
Cumberlan
of these girls a gift of Mystic
Blush. Wiglets for the runnersup
will be given by the Wig Warehouse; and Mary Kay, Inc.oriD.
present Miss Congeniality with
a complete cosmetic kit.
The fiat and second runners.
up will receive $50 and$25 savings bonds, respectively, and they
along with Miss Congeniality will
receive trophies.
Helping the girls look their best
on contest night will berepresentatives of Mary Kay, Inc,
Some of the girls altered and
their sponsors are: Ann Battle,
daughter of Dr. & Mrs. Guy Es&
le, Murray Federal Savings and
Loan; Jackie Budzixi, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. David Bubb%
Rudy's Restaurant; Trecia So
Crouch, dauKhter of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Crouch, Jerry's Reg..
o'nton, Mr.
taurant; Frances tf
Thurman
and Mrs. Ed Fen
Furniture Company; yl via Gilllam, daughter of Mrs. Marshall
E. Gilliam, Liberty Super Mark-

Qf

et
Jana Harrison, daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. Charles Harrison,People's Bank; Patsy Ann Hopkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins, STUDElftrs at Hardin High
Shirley Florist and Garden Cent- 'school, fall of 1923. - Left to
e.r; Erma Kendall, daughter of right, tirst row, Glen Edwards,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kendall, 'Thomas Stone, HUB Trunan HenShirnarie cdnnie Wyatt, David
Big K; NancyJaneMyers,daughte
Dick
or of Mr. and Mrs. Skeet Myers; Henderson; Gus Morton,(Jell
BillingtoreForsee Tractor Co., Wren', Bernard Johnston, Bel'Thompson, Paul Norwood,
Inc.;
Farley, Carmon Farley,
ton
and
Mr.
n,
Brenda Richardso
Starks. second row, ReFrrett
ey's
Stor
Mrs. Bethel R ichardson,
wildie Fiaker,
Tremtile,
gina
Food Giant; Karen Snow daughter
of Hr. and Mrs, Jack Snow,

1.`
rison, Mattie Elkins, Irene Conner, Sella vorton, Retha Hindman, Johniiie Farley, , Edney
Redden, Avis Henderson, Mary

1.PP, palace Henderson, Urns
Inman, Norman Bennett. Third
row, Wayne Pace, 'Kathleen
Cecil Lovett, Verbs
Pace,
'
Smith, Ruby Ross, Ltrille
Thweatt, Pansy Henderson,
Elisabeth, Elkins, Laurene

Combs,

Neva

Jones, milli],

Phillip‘,
Pearl
Faircloth,
VIvan White, Maude Woodall,

Lizzie Brown. Hark row. Bag
pearl Phillips,
gle Byers,
Earnest Casper, Willie stark,,,
Fanny Burnett, Rebs Miller,
teacher, Hilda Gough, Agnc'
,
Johnson, Betty Redden, Hair'
McDaniel , Claud Sledd,
Harrison.
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Joie B. Mien
Rites Are Wednesday
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SEEN & HEARD . . . Cambodian .
(Continued From Page 1)
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(Continued From Page 1)

Prince of Wales, Princess Anne,
Washington's Very Distant Cousins,
Visit Our National Capital Soon

bout political leaders such as need to beef up pacification
The funeral for -John B. Mo- Senators Albert Gore (D-Tenn) programs.
Millen will be held Wednesday and Edward Kennedy (D-Maias In Bangkok military sources
at 11 a.m. at the chapel of the trying to bait Ametica's defense said more than 10,000 Thais of
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home research and development- Cambodian origin have volunwith Rev. Billy G. Turner offic- the key to the security of this teered to serve in units
nation.
Thailand may send to help
iating.
defend the Lon Nol government
Pallbearers will be George'There's nothing idealistic a- against Communist attacks,
By MIKE se0ONSIt
McEuen, Pete McEuen T. C.
bout hippie types who revel in Some have already started a
Central Press Association
Gossett, Bill McMillen, James
dirt and moral degradation sad two-month training program in
Correspondent
McMillen, and Bob Hume. Burial
jump naked into the pool be- guerrilla warfare, the sources
WASHINGTON --- Some Briwill be in the Scotts Grove Cemetish cousins of George Washhind the White Howse.
said.
tery with the arrangements by the
ington will be coming here for
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
"There's nothing idealistic a-- U.S. spokesmen said Ameri- a visit on Thursday, July 16,
where friends may call.
bombers at the same time that Prince
bout talking "peace" when the can B52 heavy
McMillen, age 75, died Sunday
at least 270 tons of Charles and his sister, Princess
real intention is defeat of the dropped
explosives on Communist posi- Anne, are welcomed to the
In Kettering, Ohio. He is surviv- United States in a
deadly cold tions arotind the abandoned
White House.
ed by his wife, Mrs. Nola Meldil- war struggle with
communisn. U.S. base at Khe Sant) in
Things won't get too crowdlen, sister of Terry Lawrence
of Murray; two step daughters, "There's nothing idealistic a- Vietnam's northwest corner ed, however. For Washington's
Britain's
freshman at Mrs. Bob Hume and Mrs. Bill bout shouting "academic free- Monday night and early today. distant cousins and
MEETS FIRST FAMILY - Edith Sheeks, Murray
royal offspring are one and the
At
Saang,
where
fighting
Ohio;
two
Kettering,
Cook
of
Mrs.
dom" when that freedom is started Sunday, spokesmen.said same!
Morehead State University, recently met President and
MSU stop sons, James Cain and John used to shatter young citizen's government troops moved south
That's right. The prince and
Adron Doren during a reception for students attending
Ohio.
belief in their conntry, its els- from the tow after pushing the princess are cousins of the
and Daniel Cain of Canton,
this summer for the first time. She is the daughter et Or.
stitutional principles and free Communists out. They reported American general who led the
Mn. Wayne Sheeks of Murray State University.
enterprise system.
13 government soldiers dead Revolutionary Army against
George
and 20 wounded. Seeng was their ancestors, King
"Thant nothing Idealistic a- occupied
once
before
the
To be more precise, Prince
bout neersimustere who slant the Communist forces, early in
news to discredit the President May, but they withdrew without Charles and his sister Anne are
second cousins of George Washa fight at that time.
Final rites for George Law- of the United States.
ington, eight times removed.
(Continued From Pisa 1)
At Kompong Thom, the scene This makes them some of the
rence Jacob will be held today at four p. m. at the chapel "Irrationality is never ides/ia of two heavy attacks In-May close* living retatives of our
$2,865.16. M:rs.Thomas Brown,
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral' tic. Drug addiction, bombing of and June, a spokesman said, first president. In addition,
corresponding secretary,read an
Vietnamese
gunships they're also related to anothei
Home
with Dr. Samuel It. Dod-, ROTC buildings, refusal to South
invitation from Jeanette Cathey,
serve one's country-none of were called in after the light of. great American general.; Conson,
Jr.,
officiating.
_
a Murray State senior, to her
these things is ever idealistic cooking fires in a guerrilla federate leader Robert E. Lee,
Active pallbearers will be T.
art exhibit at the university. Mrs.
in soy way. Fieselly, hrakiwsga bivouac gave away its position to whom they are fifth cousins,
-The
(UPI)
Sledd, Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
Richardson introduced two new WASHINGTON
six times removed.
ing
of -the people by the spread- to government forces.
Union Bradburn Hale, R. L. Ward,
• • •
members of the executive boarck United Transportation
troops were reCommunist
Princess Anne and Prince Charles pose together.
ing
of
false
notions
is
the
three of the Glyco Wells, and Bryan TolIT'S rather involved genelMrs. Jam. Nanny, auditor, and (UTU) struck
ported
near
the
key
town
of
posits
of
idealism
k
is
utter
bigger railroads today ley. Members of the Methodist
nation's
Prince
Charles and Princess contains a shield, stripes and
of
Kompong
Speu, 27
miles logically, of course. But lookMrs. Hassel Eitykendall, finance
breakdown in Men's Club will serve as hen- /4 rimingfollowing a
five-pointed stars. Some say it
cheirplan.
southwest
of
the
capital, ing at the royal family tree, it Anne!
'The
genuine
ideate=
of
Amernegotiations to end an 11-yearIncidentally, the Strathmores was the basis of our own Amerseems that our British visitors
controlling
Highway
4
traffic
to
Ybrief report onlinn,cinAtitY old dispute over elimination of wary pallbearers.
Interment will be in thelinin ica is vested in an Conflate,-.t4 port and oil refinery at - -who will be here three days also arc related by marriage to ican flag. • •
ball held June 6 was giOnt by firemen from locomotives.
- -are related to Washington the Churchill family, recently
ray
Cemetery with the ening& tion and in the traditional min- Kompong Som,
the recording secretary, Mit. The National Labor Railway
Opine of our national life: faA BASEBALL game, cruise
through an early American set- made famous by Sir Winston
meets
by
the
J.
H.
Churchill
John Gregory. A profit of $734 Co
ith inGod, belief in coimery and
ence representing the Funeral Home.
tler named Augustine Warner. Spencer Churchill. During the down the Potomac, a gala dinwas realized. Mrs. ROEI Christ three anners-the Baltimore &
respect for family and cornWarner lived in Virginia in 1600s, about the same, time ner-dance ...these are among
Mr. Jacob, age 75, died Mon
topher has been named general Ohio, the Southen Pacific and
=nifty. This idealism is deepthe
1600s, and had two daugh- Augustine Warner was plant- the activities planned for
day at the Puryear Nursin)
chairman for 1971. '
ly rooted in the hearts of the
the Louisville and Nashville- Home.
ters, Mildred and Mary. Mil- ing the roots of this involved Charles and Anne when they
He is survived by hie vest criatority of..e-meren.its.
5101PS:era Met- vieit here. P,erhaps,_ _like their
• It was decided that the Marna immediately asked'- President
dreel Warner -became -the grand- fartith' Ire.
wife,. Mn. Clarice Jacob; step
mother of George Washington. ried into another family of Bri- neibeir, Queen Elizalieth
Woman's Club would sponsor
Nixon to appoint in emergency
But their beliefs are scorned
Mary married a man named tish bluebloods named, then, they may also be invited to bedelegate to the Kentucky
board to halt the strike for-60 son, Rob Bradley; two grand by effete tntellectasels and bit
come members of Revolutionhildren, Mrs. Ann Rudolph
Smith and had a daughter, also the Wesaingtons.
Conference to be held at the Uni days.
ary War patriotic organizations
Becky Bradley.
testy attacked by the New Left
named Mildred:, This Mil
The 262,000-member UTU
ersfty of Louisville August 9became the wife of a man. THESE Wessingtons had like the Sons and Daughters of
revolutionaries who want to
In addition, the club will take to struck the B & 0 at 6 a.m.
named Porteus, who moved his leased a whole English village the Revolution, for example.
burn
down
union
America.
between
after
talks
EDT
lead in securing other sponsors
According to the rules of
STAGE PARAkE
family back to Britain.
and manor house from the
for additional delegates to th and management officials colsuch- organizations, a member
PROVINCET0, M a s s. "The protesters
bishop
of
Durham
some
five
There,
Mildred
Porteus
had
a
night
in
WashMonday
who
talk of
ust have had a distinguished
meeting, which is composed o lapsed
(UPI) -About 150 members of
grandaughter, who was mar- centuries ,before. By Revoluhigh school juniors and senior ington. The strike quickly the Gay Liberation Front peace while breaking glass win- A I2-day workshop on individ- ried to a man named Hodgson. tionary times, their_name had ancestor who took part in
spread to the Southern Pacific staged a Fourth
dows and lighting torches have ia11zing instruction on the dealsAmerican affairs before the
who are seeking solutions to
of July march,
program but destruction and tary and junior high school level `The Hodgsons had a grand- changed to Washington - and Battle of Bunker Hill. Augusmmunity problems. A youth c and the Louisville and Nashville Saturday, a few feet behind the-°
the forebears of our George
daughter
who
married
an
Os-•
lines.
national paralysis. Trey must lll be held at Murray State
be sent to the conference at a
traditional
Washington had long since left tine Warner would seem to
patriotic
parade
wald
The B & 0, no merged with through the
be contained, sparated and pre- niversity Aug. 10-25, Miss Rub- Kent, Smith of Blendon Hall, the motherland and emigrated qualify the prince and princess.
of $45.
downtown
area.
And there's also General Washhe Chesapeake and Ohio,
The young men, waving and vented from cloning universi- e Smith, chairman ofthe DepartMrs. KM Adams announc promptly ordered a halt in
The Smiths' grandson became to America,_
himself, their distant
that Jesse Stuart will be at tti operations on its 10,000 miles of dancing through the streets of ties and otherwise halting the ent of Elementary Education at the 14th Earl of, Strathmore. At the Washington's ancessin .who took rather an imnormal
and
essentiai
processes
announced.
University,
e
this
resort
at
the
tip
of
Cape
This
earl
Murray-Calloway County Libfar track in 13 states. Slowdowns
was the father of the tral home in Britain- Sulgrave portant part in American a!of our society, l'he protesters Leading the discussions will be present Queen
Mother of Eng- Manor-may still be seen this,
on Friday at 3:00. Mrs. Harlan *ere evident at the other two Cod, carried balloons and signs
s--though he was on the
must
not
be
allowed
to
delude
professor
Berryessa,
a
Max
.
land
and
reading
the
"Change
to
Our Way"
great-grandfather
witty's coat of arms 'which "other" side!
Hodges 1611 present portions 0 lines and pickets were set up.
the
people
and
destroy
a
greet
chairman
of
the
of
education
and
and
"Bring the Boys Home."
Stuart's "To Teach, to Love." John P Hiltz Jr., chairman
aod free republic".
Elementary Education Program
Next week Harriet Arnow will be of the National Railway Labor
at Brigham Young University,
18, said "Here's some honey
BITTER HONEY
a guest of the library, and aConference, said the strike
New western nTries
Provo, Utah, since 1963.
from your honey," and dumped
that time Mrs. Hodges will decouId have "disastrous chain Coming back
HOLLYWOOD - (UM Dr. Berryessa has directed
CINCINNATI (UPI)-- A jea- a plastic bowl of honey over
portions of "The Doll Maker." reaction effects on the entire
HOLLYWOOt) --TPTL
..
- -=
-Universal Studios is Mining numerous team teaching and inlous wife who dumped a her head.
Mrs. John Nanny annotmced,industry and, coupled with the Ralph Edwards""tins
—Li
container filled with honey over
that the report of the treasurer Penn Central disaster, could Lltetentision show will re- -"The Men From Shiloh," a dividualization worlonlops in
2
the head of a woman she
had been audited and found to well lead to catastrophic turn to the air next lapin_ new 90-minute western movie Utah, Colorado and Idaho,
term
as
series to make its debut tot just completed' a
suspected of being her hus- QUIET WEDDING
be correct. The president ammo economic consequences."
eon a syndicated Stasis.
tary-treasurer of the Association
NBC this. fall.
need that the next board meeting The dispute centers around
W YORK (UPI)-Stock band's sweetheart was convictPORTLAND, Maine ''(UPI) for Childhood Education Internee opened lower in moderat ed on a disorderly conduct A Vermont couple
would boon the second Monday an order by Congress in 1959
was married
tional.
allowingAbe railroads to cut
charge Monday.
Aegust, August 10, instead
trading. Agliase.L_
Saturday night on the new
his
doctorate
In
He
received
back the number of-Uireenin
Common Pleas Court Judge Prince of Fundy Ferry.
The news
first Monday.
a
education in 1959 from Stanford peared to be too skimpy t upert A. Doan handed down a
diesel locomotives until 1965,
The couple -Donald Q. Lilly
Nineteen members of these(
'University, Palo Alto, Calibr- generate demand, and man suspended 10-day sentence and and Janet A. Willis, both
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
tftive board attended Monday's when the carriers started
of
returning the firemen to work
5. 100
investors were expected
fine to Mrs. Wanda Barre -wanted a quiet ceremomeeting: Mesdames Bethel Ri
under
a
Labor
Department
will
open
at
workshop
The
remain
aloof
from
the
market
ny,
and
a
Morganthal.
friend suggested they
Sandra McArthur,
ardson, Matt Sparkman, John Gr
TEL AVIV - Lt. Gen, Haim Bar-Lev, the Israeli chief of staff, 8 min, Aug, 10 in Room 154 of while longer to await the initia
receptionist at a local radio exchange vows on the ferry
egory, Thomas Brown, Purdom order.
Negotiations
have
.been
in
Murray
Building
at
Education
SAM
3
groundbatch
of
second
quarter corpor
charging the Soviet presence in Egypt Includes the
the
on, testified Mrs. Morgan- between Portland and YarOutland, Maurice Christopher,
since
State, and sessions will be held ate earnings statements expect 10 al Walked into her office May mouth, N S.
to-air missiles
Ren Adams, Ewing Allbritten, progress
Union officials now contend
"There are about a dozen SAM 2 batteries and two batteries from 8 until 11 a,rn, daily unless ed sometime this week.
Albert Crider, Harold Hurt, Sam
that the number of firemen is
Shortly after the opening, the
a change is voted by the partieir
Knight, George Hart,J. I. Hosick, being cut again and that was of SAM3 missiles."
UPI marketwide indicator
'pants, Miss Smith said,
Dan Miller, Allen Russell, DOG the cause of the
walkout. They_
WASHINGTON - The President's Committee on Mental Retarda- The purpose of the workshop showed a loss of 0.40 per cen
Keller, Jack Bailey, John Nanny, argue that the alleged
reduc- tion. citing a shortage of attendants in mental institutions:
Is to give teachers anopporhinity on 336 issues on the tape.
and Hassel Kuykendall.
tions leave an inadequate
"As long as there is a booming demand for medical and para- to experience many of the ways these, 158 declined and
number of firemen operating
meeting individual differences gained.
for a minimum level of safety. medical personnel to treat the more affluent, it is unlikely that of
International Nickel opene
mental retardation - which has low status and prestige- will ever In school children, she noted.
at 37%, whil
Last man film°
hours ofgrad- % lower
semester
Three
attract
enough
competent
personnel."
(lank Chan premiere
American Telephone dipped '4
credit
will
be
given
for
paruate
HO,LLYWOOD---(UPI) -to 411
/
2 on a block of 15,.11
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) WASHINGTON -Sin. John 0, Pastore, D-R.1,, in urging the ticipation, and adjustments will
"I Am Legi%id.- a stow' based
shares.
Sears. Roebuck lost
Chinese
sleuth Charlie Chan Senate to cut money for the space shuttle from the $3,3 billion be made for teachers whose schon,the last man on earth, will
to 55, Johnsr & Johnson,/
1
2t
ools are scheduled to open prior 461
be produced by n altee Seltzer will conic to television in a space program ear-marked for this fiscal year:
/
4.
two-hour "World Premiere" for
at Warner Bros."This is one program which deserves to wait. We're going a to the end of the workshop on AugMemorex gained % to 551
/
4 in
NBC.
little too fast. We're biting off more than we can chew."
ust 25.
the electronics. RCA
a
Fees for residents of Kentucky Zenith, fell /
1
4_ each to 19/
3
4a
are $51.00, while out-of-state re- 24%, respectively. Burroughs
sidents will be charged $1.3.5.00 dipped
%
to
791
/
4, and
for the program.
University Computing /
1
4 lower
7,
latereeted participants desir- at 21%. General Electric al
ing clinifimpus housing should eased Ye to 67. IBM fell 114
contact -flees- Lillian Tate for
Eastman Kodak was un
the women's residence halls and
Norman Lame if housing MIMIC eliiiiiged at 87-ifellie Creinice
HOTEL
ed in a men's hall or in married group. But Du Pont dipped ti
(AT A PRICE
to 111%.
housing.
AND MOTEL
General Motors slid 4,2 to 6174
Reservations for the workshop
BEYOND PROTEST DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
1
4 to
itself should be mailed to: Miss in its group. Ford rose /
/
2, Chrysler % to 16%.
Ruble Smith, Box 1098, Univer- 421
Among the steels, U.S. Steel
sity Station, Murray, Kentucky
For the Fampfbrfor
fell n, to 301
/
2, while Bethlehem
420/1.
held unchanged at 22%.
In the oils, Occidental lost %
to 1314, with Standard of
CONFISCATS RE(:ORD
---, Everything for 2 includes air-conditioned room
LOCK!, tely (UPI, -The California down a like
prosecutor of this Southern to 38. Atlantic Richfield
in the heart of Daytona Beach; breakfast and a
town
Italian
has
ordered clipped % to 48, Jersey
choice of cOMplete dinners off the menu, a total
confiscation of a new recor- Standard ;* to 53%.
of 24 meals and- no tipping. Children under
ding,"The Ballard of Montalto" Penn Central was unchanged
12 ,free.
on the grounds it is damaging at 5% in the rails, while Boeing
444tRicAN EXPRESS • BANX AMERICARD
was a weak aerospace issue. It
to judicial honor.
MASTER CHARGE • CARTE BLANCHE •
DINERS
1
4 to 12%
The record deals with a surrendered /
police roundup in' October of 74 Some big block transactions
July 1suspected members of the were Southern Pacific'deem 1%
Aug. 15
Oceanfront
Mafia in a forest Police said to 21% on a block of 10,400
Luxury "
the suspects were planning the shares, and International Telereorganization of the Mafia in phone preferred "N" off /
Awaits_
3
4 to
119
Calabria. The 74 told police 39'1 on a 10,100-share block.
You'
ear Week
they were gathering mush.
FILM FESTIVAL OPENS
SAN SEBASTIAN,
Spain
(UPI) -The nth International
THE NIIITENALL
A Resort An the °teal
Sullivan guests
San Sebastian Film FOitival
140 N Atlantic Ave
lust North of The Plaza
leech, tic 32020 near Sea flew,. Blvd I
Derma
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1
Sunday
with the Ameri`HOLLY% 00(1 (UPI) Nam.
v:catkon Buy
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FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE POE SALA

BOSTON TEILRIER puppies. as
weeks old. lies been wormed.
Bieck with whne markings.
Father AC registe.red, mother
not registered. Will sell reasonatee. ehine 753-1790. TINC
CASH AND CARRY. New load
oarpet. Commercial type hideosity rubber back, $3.95 sq.
)11- HeliwY ahag, 4345 sq. yd.
Also in stock. Big bergino
41.99 sq. rd- aid $2.99 sq. yt
for anything in pile while it
lasts- PairJsall's Discount Howe,
limed, Kentucky 4924733. We
will be open 4th of July.
FOR SALE OR RENT: Rouse
trailer, 10'
51', '61 model.
Phone 753-7856 or 753-6231.
August-l-C
RAY GELDING, one-half Thoroughbred, one-half
Quarter
horse. 34 years old. Moving.
Phone 753-4118.
July-7-C
TV ANTENNA and Rotary, one
year old. Call 753-5820. July-9-P
mr.
itripes and
ome say it
own Amer-

irrie, cruise
a gala dinire among
dined for
when they
like their
zabeth II,
'Red to beRevolutionganizatiorui
iughters of
,xample
rules of
a member
stinguished
part in
before the
Ill. Augusseem to
id princess
eral Washnr distant
her an imierican alas on the

TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, baby stroller and baby walker.
Phone 753-9773.
BEAUTIFUL Siamese kittens,
makes lovely gift. Also stud
service. 1 young male for sale.
Call 753-8158.
July-7-C
1970 YAMAHA 250. Less than
1,000 miles. Must sell. Phone
753-5255.
July-10'F

FOR SALE

NOTICI
FOR RENT
NOTICE
CASH or good trade in for
FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath,*
8x40 TWO BEDROOM house old piano. Leach's Mimic
brick home, 1000 Sharpe Street
trailer. 12 ft., 14 ft., and 16 ft., TV. Phone 753-7575.
Jul7-7-C $115 month. Yearly lease. Ap
aluminum boats. Mercury Mark
ply at Ledger and Times. TIC
20 HP motor. Phone 753-8010. MOBILE
HOME Insurance.
July-8-C Broad coverage, low Meg. Cell 2-BEDROOM apartment, kitchen,
us before you buy. Galloway hall and bath, utilities paid
CARD PARTY coming up? hug Insurance & Real
Utah" Ag- Call 753-3948.
TYNC
look terrible. Blue Lustre will ency Phone 753-6842, Murray.
make them sparkle again. Rent KYBUILDING
for
automIve
work.
of LATEST STYLE SUITS and SPORT COATS - Large
July41-C
a shampooer for only $1.00 at
Air comeresaar and hot water
Selection SHORTS, REGULAR, LONGS and EXTRA
Big K.
July-11-C YOU ARE cordially invited to furnished, nice office. Phone
LONGS. .
attend a gospel meeting with 753-3018.
July-7-C
PIANO in Storage: Fine Spinet- the Coldwater Church of Christ,
Console, stored locally. Reported July 6-11. Services are at 3
12' x 50' TWO-BEDROOM moexcellent. Responsible person o'clock each afternoon and at
ENTIRE STOCK OF FOLLOWING
bile home. Air conditioned,
can take at big saving on low 7:45 each evening. Mr. 0. D.
ITEMS REDUCED
-washer. Nice location. Special
payment balance. Write M. L McKendree is the speaker.
DRESS PANTS
summer rates. Phone 901-64340%
A. C. Mgr., 431 Virginia, Joplin,
July-10-C 5370.
WASH d WEAR PANTS
July-7-P
•
40%
Mo., 64801.
July-8•P
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
40%
FIGHT FATIGUE with Zippies, THREE-BEDROOM brick on 312
GOOD USED electric Frigidaire the great iron pill.
KNIT SHIRTS
40%
Only $1.98 Irvias, Phone 492-8283. July-7.9
range. White. Please call 753- TAilland Drug.
WALK SHORTS
40%
July-8-P
6425.
July-8-C
20 PT. PONTOON boat. By the
SWIM WEAR
SO%
OUNG married couple needs day or by the week. Phone 7336 WEEKS OLD black Toy Pood- ride to Florida before July 13.
5754 or 753-8404.
fuly-8C
le and French Pugs. Call 753"PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE"
ill help on expenses. Call 7531246 or see at 503 Olive.
THREE-ROOM
furnished
apart/MO or 753-3330.
July-8-P
,menL Private bath, 1415 Poplar
July-8-C
Wanted, elderly person' for'Street. Phone 753-8876.
room and board in my- home.
July-7-C
214 N. 15th
CARD OF THANKS
753 3242
or woman. Phone 753-8897.
We wish to express our sin- Man
July-9-C TWO BEDROOM furnished *
cere thanks and appreciation,
to our many friends and neigh- WIDOW LADY would like to partment. Zimmerman ApartAUTOS FOR SALE
bors in Kirkaey, Murray, apt' contact mature lady to share ments, South 16th Street. Phone
July-7-C
surrounding areas for the 4116 my home with me. Have new 753-8609.
1609 JEEP, four wheel drive,
nations we received during the modern home with all conven- ONE NICE dining table with ley
mileage, has two tops- Cell
fund drive.
.7880.
iences. Located in southwest formica top and four chairs. 748
Our special thanks goes to Murray, close to shopping cent- Phone 753-3706.
July-7-P
those who worked so hard to er. Phone 753-3003 for further
1967 CHEVROLET Impala Sport
USED
electric
A
GOOD
Frigi- coupe. v.8, automatic, power
make this drive possible. You Information
July-9-C
steams,
white.
Phone
air „maiming, ne
6425
daire
range,
753really are wonderful people.
4,.4.
4
1
4
,Fr.i1.311011-4
a SPwa
and wonderful gift and-. you
See yar:eN
two-BEDROOM house,jcentral
illY4Z
"
tall:
have really shown your love
LOST & fOUND"
air and heat. Available August t:41 Cooper 435-7335.;
and friendship for us.
1st. Phone 753-8610.
July-8-P
Your kindness will never be LOST: man's Longine watch at
Rectangucoure.
Golf
Kenlake
NICE two bedroom trailer. Lofogotten.
17 FT INSULATED Van on
May God bless each and ev- lar face and gold band, $25.00 cated in nice shaded area near 1958 GMC 2% ton chains. Van
call
753-1916
If
found
reward.
Murray. Phone 753-4645,
ery one of you.
body A-1 with metal floor. Ideal
July-7-P
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene RoJuly-9-P for- contractors, storage, etc.
berston and children
FOUND: two small part Beagle
Truck needs motor repair. Best
1TP female puppies about 8 weeks
FRANCISCO (UPI).- offer over 1450.00. Phone 753SAN
old. Phone 753-1833, 903 Payne Haircuts
July-8-C
younger E700.
the
for
July-7-C
Stet.
generation are less frequent, a 1959 PONTIAC Catalina, Tribarber's union leader says, but power, Standard transmission,
CARD OF THANKS
they take a lot longer.
good condition. See at Shady
May we express our sincere
Cuts previously lasted about Oaks Trailer Court No. 69.
appreciation to all our friends
WANTIIIDTTO--102Y
15 minutes, but now take an
July-O-P
and relatives for their many
kindnesses after the burning WOULD LIKE to buy Kentuc- hour because of long hair, said
CHEVROLET V-8, 1% ton
of our home. We would like ky Wonder Pole green hems. EYerett Hedrick, president of 1964
pick-up. Long wheel base, wide
to thank the merchants of Mur- Phone 753-5888.
1TC the union's Local 148. He bed. Heater, defroster, radio DIMLY BELOVED-A 2
old fawn is thriving on tensuggested charges made acray for their nice gifts. May
cording to the trim's difficulty. and air conditioner, $91)0.010. der, loving care from Ingrid
we especially thank the CalJuly445 Goebel, 9, and her
Hedrick spoke after more Phone 492-8452.
loway County Rescue Squad for
dog
Ninety-one.. counties in Kentuc- ,than 200 barbers from all parts
responding so quickly.
Whitey, at Pirelands Boy
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Tucker ky provide family plInning ser- of California spent one day in a
Scout camp near Elyria,
retraining
'lhe Battle of Lexington and
Gail, Jennifer and Cindy vices through local health de- seminar aimed at
Ohio. Ingrid is the daughter
Concord was fought April 19, of
them to clip long locks.
1TP par:talents,
John C;oehel, camp ranger.
1775.

III JULY

ENTIRE STOCK

i-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER, sunken den and kitchen.
2 baths, powder room, utility, built-in range and 'oven.
2-car gauge, central heat and air. On BehnelaL

-151tICK VE- NEER. 4 baths, large living
room. Large utility, den and kitchen combination. Central
heat and air, car port. 80E150 lot. Built in 1969. On Cate3-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER. Living room, den and
kitchen combination, built-in range and oven, garbage
disposal, 4 baths. Central heat and air, car port. 1308
Kirkwood.
- - 2-BEDROOM FRAME. I bath, living room, kitchen, garage. 4-acre lot. Martins Chapel Road.
- - 25-ACRE FARM with 3-Bedroom brick-veneer. I bath,
utility, 1-car garage. 7 m elisEast of Hazel.
INTERESTED II

.WILSON INSURANCE & REAL ESTATE
753-Kl3
7511-5IN '
MU Member, we have many IlstIngsl

POODLE PUPPIES, ,eICC registered, 7 weeks old, champagne color, two males and two
females. Phone 753-5291.
July-9-C

Ac

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OPPERED
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab
over truck camper. Sleeps four. BEAUTIFUL air-conditioned 3$675.00. Phone 753-7850. TFC bedroom brick, family room, CARPENTRY: new or remodeling. For free estimates call
REFRIGERATOR, like new. double carport, storage room, Hawley Bury 492-8120.
TIC
pony
stable, city water, dye
Table and chairs, television,
odds and ends. 209 North 5th acres, paved road. Near Bent- PROFESSIONAL Painting- Inon, Kentucky. $36,500. Phone terior and exterior. References.
Street.
July-11-P
1-502,527-8197.
TIC Free estimates. Phone 753-3488
CASH AND CARRY: Two rolls
July-12C
TWO
LOTS
at
Panorama
Shores
good carpet, while it lasts,
located on Jacks Creek. Call 4118$1.50 sq. yd. Short length foam
2289.
17NC
pad while it lasts, 50 cents sq.
yd. Other carpet, $2.99 sq. yd
Heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. Corn- WANT TO LIVE in the counmercial type Hi-Density rubber try? One year old three-bedeme hooey(
' ack, $3.95 sq. yd. We have room borne, near Almo Heights,
urd dumped
everything we advertise. Pas- 5 minutes to Murray. Howard
honey over
July-13-C
chall's Discount House, Hazel G. Bucy, 753-1861.
Kentucky 492-9733.
. 1TP GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies,
pick of seven. To be registerTIMOTHY HAY, picked
in
the field or delivered. Phone ed. Call or see Howard G. Budy
wREE ESTIMATE
753-1861, Alma, Kentucky.
•(UPI)
492-8741 July-9-C
,Jiilyl3.c
ors IBteried
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, 1969 BSA
the new
Firebird Scrambler 650 CC FOUR MONTH old Yorkshire
rry.
boars. Martin Soloman, PurPhone 7624252.
July-8P
ild Q. Lilly
year, Tennessee, Hwy 641, Rt. COMPLETE MOBILE HOME REs, both of
BY OWNER, 1970 Countess mo- 2.
July-9-P PAIR SERVICE. Billi Mobile
let ceremobile home, 1100. Phone 489Home Repairs all makes and
gested they
3801 or 489-3511.
July-9-NC EIGHT TRACE stereo tape sy- models. Call day or night. Calthe ferry
*ern with two speakers, 15 vert City
395-7553. Long disand Yartapes and case, 3% HP miniALL TRACTOR equipment and bike. Phone 753-3792 after tance call collect. Fast atticieet service at reasonable cost.
wagon, sell or trade for items 5:00 p. m.
July-9-P
TIC
of equal value. Call 753-8119
after 5 p. m.
July-8-C NORGE coppertone dryer, one SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
year old, still under guaran small appliances repaired and
AEC REGISTERED Toy Apricot
tee. $75 00 Call before 11:00 yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
Poodle, six weeks- old. Phone
m. 753-9226.
July-9-C South 12th Street. Phone 753753-9330. Also stud service. a
6067.
TIC
July-8-C

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

Central
Paving Co.

REDUCED 35% or More!

by Ernie Bushzniller

753-4199

AKC REGISTERED Collie pupHELP WANTED pies, seven weeks old. Wormed,
shots. Paducah 443-3593.
WANTED: someone who does
July-8-C
ironing in their home. Have
TI1KRMOFAX copying machine. mostly permanent pram Items.
A-1 condition. Can be seen at Will deliver and pick up. Call
July-3-P
Murray Supply or call 753-3361. 753-7820 after 5:00.
July-8C
WANTED: Woman to wort in
17%' FOLBOT Kayak, (excellent home, one or two days a week.
fishing boat) complete with pad- Wash, iron and light house
dles and life jackets. Also: elide cleaning. Above average pay
July7.8-P
projector, lenticular projection Call 753-7318.
scram 35 mm camera, 35 mm
Repair
EMPLOYED
typeMAN.
photo enlarger and some separt. time.. Training fur.
-cassettes, and portable Eig-Zas: writers.
sewing machine. Call 753-2778 nished. Local interview. Write:
before 8 p. m. or see at 1014 Regional Manager, Box 25,
July-8-NC Glenshaw, Pa. 15118. July-11-C
Payne Street.
NOTICE

NOTICE

eople

YOU
MUST

THAT SOUNDS
LIKE A VERY
I N TEREST I NG
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/

OF ETHE STENOGRAPHERS

VISIT
ME AT
WORK,
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JOB, MISS
GREENt

CHARGE

POOL

wialzer

s!t

441
11=

VIM

HAULING
Grovel Dirt and White Reek
-Fad ServicePhone 753-5108
at 733-511M

,

u S No ON --41.
iliefves

t>,470 5, 4444

_aeweoW.• .
sgesAeezzeeEE0a-
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

FLOOR SANDING and finishing, new and old floors, work
guaranteed, 25 years experience.
John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
Route 2, 42088; phone 376-2996.
Auguie7-C
Are
WILL DO baby sitting or ironing in my home Phone 753July-7-P
7719.

IS YOUR Business for sale/
For fast confidential service,
,call 471-1930 or write Byerfinder System, Sikeston, Mo.
July-9-C
WANTED TO kiln

'ANN'OUNCEMENT

DR. GEORGE .C. OAKLEY
Announces the Opening
Of His Office
For the Practice of

GENERAL DENTISTRY
at
201 South 5th Street
Office Hours By Appointment
Phone 75343535

WANTED: furnished or unfurnished house to rent. Two Or
more bedrooms. No children.
Call 7534242 after 5 p. m.
July-9-P
CARD OF THANKS
Friends are the most prized
possessions anyone can have
and my sister, Estelle, had
Many. I want to thank each of
you for your kindness to her
during her long spell of illness. For each act of kindness
to her I am grateful and I feel
her life was an example for
good. May God richly bless
each of you. Especially do
thank Reverend Hal Shipley for
conducting her funeral service.
Joseph W. Houston,
Brother ,
Staunton, Virginia
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By MIKE FEINSIEBER
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
RUSSicULS are always accused of
rewriting history to serve their
purposes. The Congress of the
United States is another apt
practitioner of making events
vanish.
The rules of Congress permit
any member to revise, extend
or purge from the Congressional Record anything he says on
the floor of the House or Senate
which he doesn't want Washington to read the next morning.
It happened just a few nights
ago, while the Senate was going
through the congressional version of the twinight doubleheader: meeting days to discuss
foreign policy and nights to
deal with domestic affairs.
Before the Senate was the
annual ritual known as raising
the debt ceiling, the amount
will permit the
Congress
government to borrow to meet
Its payroll and the other
obligations
Congress.
The debt ceiling, in one 115rm
or another, was first imposed
on SepL 24, 1917, as an
inducement to Congress to limit
expenditures to match income.
It hasn't worked. - The first debt ceiling was
$7,538,945,400. Last Monday
night, Congress finished raising
the "temporary" ceiling by $W
billion to $395 billion.
Annual consideration of the
legislation gives fiscal conservatives a chance to scold their
colleagues for overspending and
It gives the spenders an
oppertuMty to rimsider •
651.Sequence.s
- of -their lays.
In any event, Sen. Carl T.
Curtis, R-Neb., one of the fiscal
conservatives, offered the Senate an opportunity to punish
itself for overspending.
He proposed suspending until the budget is balanced the 41 per cent pay raise
Congress allowed itself in 1969.
Unsurprisingly, the Curtis pro.
posal was speedily defeated, 29
votes for 56 against.
Up leaped Sen. Paul J.
Fannin, R-Ariz. If Congress
ioesn't vote to take away its entire $12,500 raise, be asked,
how about suspending half the
raise until the budget balances?
He offered an amendment to do
It.
The hour was late, and Sen.
Pastore, Dar.
John
0.
decided to have some fun. Why
limit the discipline to Congress,
he asked. Why not suspend half
the pay raises Congress also
bestowed upon the President,
the vice president, the Supreme,
Court and other ranking officials?
Fine, said Fannin, and he
modified his amendment.
- Ah, said Sen. Ted Stevens, R.
Alaska, quickly on his feet
"Unconstitutional!" He pointed
provision
to
the
in
the
Constitution which forbids COD.
gress from lowering the remuneration given the Pres/dont
during his term of office or
judges during their lifetime
tenure.
C aught flatfootedly proposing
an act clearly unconstitutio
Fannin retreated, willadr awing
.
his amendment with him.
He, or some sympathetic
soul, also withdrew the Fannin.
PastoreZtevens exchange from
the Congressional Record.
The record published the next
morning Showed Fannin offering no amendment, Pastore
offering no proposal. Stevens
offering no objection, Fannin
showing no embarrassment.
As far as the published
"proc.eadings and debates of the
91st Congress, second session"
is concerned, it simply did not
happen. Look at the record
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QUANTITY LIMITED
ONE TABLE
One Group
MEN'S SUMMER
CASUAL

MEN'S DACRON
AND WOOL

PANTS
$

Re9. S 6.00 ,,,
SPECIAL!
Reg. $ 7.09
SPECIAL!
Reg. $10.00
SPECIAL!

Reg. $40.00

* LADIES ACCESSORIES *

1.66

MEN'S SUMMER

ALL LADIES
STRAW

Reg. $35.00

$19 88

BERMUDA
SHORTS
1/2 PRICE

Dresses

LADIES JEWELRY
1/2 PRICE

One Group
LADIES CASUAL*

KNIT SHIRTS

$19 80

* pIRLS DEPARTMENT

MEN'S SHIRTS

GIRTLS

-

DRESSES

Reg. $4.00

-a

$1.00

ONE GROUP BOY'S

One Group

BERMUDA SHORTS

BOYS SHIRTS

Reg $4.50

Bermuda
Shorts

*

GIRLS

COOTER SKIRTS

Values to $10.00
SPECIAL!

BOYS DEPARTMENT

SPECIAL' $2.88

GIRLS' SHORTS & TOPS -- spEcIALI $1.33

Values to $6.00
SPECIAL!!

Reg $3.51
sPEcsALI

$2,00

SPECIAL!

* LADIES SPORTSWEAR *
One Group

BOY'S

SHORT &SHIRT SETS

SWIM SUITS

Sizes 2 7 - Values to $4.04

Values to $4.00
SPECIAL! /
1 3

SPECIAL!

ONE GROUP LADIES

Summer
Cottons

OFF

SKIRTS

TOPS
MAKS

SPECIAL!!
SPECIAL!
*

F-A-BRICS

Values to $8.90- SPECIAL!

*

COO Group

SUMMER COTTONS

TOWELS,
SPECIALAL

SEWING BASKETS
Reg. $1.4

SPECIAL
One Group

-LADIES

PLAYTEX

28e

Values to $15.00
SPECIAL!

SPECIAL

PLAIN STRAP ----

ELECTRIC KNIVES
!

SOFT LINE PADDED

WITH'CHEST
ONLY 3 SE'I5

$2144

PADDED BRA ----

MATERIAL

STRETCH STRAP BRA -_ 0 CUPS __------

99

R -I.

1

-..

SOFTLINE PLAIN STRAP

yd $3.88

SPECIAL

ONE LARGE

9 F0 SA op
----SAVE $1.01
1.,

SWIM SUITS
REDUCED 25%
ODDS & ENDS

SHORTS - SLACKS - TOPS
88'
Values to $4.00- SPECIAL!

9 F0 Sfi Ao

SAVE $1.01 L.
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4.88

STAINLESS STEEL
pos.

2 FOR

SAVE $1011

CROSS YOUR 44LART

ONE GROUP DACRON

KNIT FABRIC

,
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Paint

Canvas Shoes

Reg. $55.00
SPECIAL!

lEARIM
/
1
2OFF
ALL LADIES
SYNTHETIC and
HUMAN HAIR

One Group Men's

MEN'S SUITS

One Large Group
LADIES

--HANDBAGS
/
1 2 OFF

ALL LADIES SUMMER

SPORT COATS

2 FOR $1.00

SPECIAL I!

$36.88

SALM

SPECIAL! -

O
LADIES
DIS PANTIES

Values to $7.00

'
$1.32
HAND - Reg. $2.50 $1.33
SPECIAL
•
640'
WASH CLOTHS - Reg. SW

Mrs
SUMMER. ERADEDT
.
Donald FTefhltir weeps asrescuer! searth for the body
of her 15 - year -old son,
drowned in leVildwood Lake
at Colunibut Station near
Lorain. Ohio. The boy's 14year -old c2rnpani0n also
drowned -deapite efforts of a
lifeguard to a:11v them.
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